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THE PRIME fc-TUPLETS IN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

By

Koichi Kawada

§ 1. Introduction and notation.

In this paper we discuss a problem on the distribution of prime multipiets

in arithmetic progressions. Before mentioning our problem we need to introduce

the following notation. (In connection with our problem, see also the introduc-

tion of Balog's tract [1].)

For an integer k^2, we let aj(0^j^k―l) be non-zero integers, and let

bj(Q^j^k ―l) be integers, and put a ― (a0, au ■■･,ak-i, b0), b = (bu ･■･,bk-i),

(Later, we will fix ail the coordinates of a, and treat an average over h. This

is why the unsymmetry of the definitions of a and b occurs.),

R(b)=R(a, &)=
*n

|a,| U ＼atbj-ajbt＼,
.7= 0 OZi<jik-l

N(x; b)=N(x; a, b)= {n; l£ajn+bj^x for all O^j^k-1],

and Hpfinp

＼(x; b, a, q)=W{x; a, b; a, q)―

nm

2
h

kfLA(ajn+bj),

IGNU; b) .7=0=a(mod g)

where A denotes the von Mangoldt function. And, we let, for any prime p

p(p)―p(p; a, b) be the number of solutionsof the congruence

IL(ajn+bj)=O (mod p),

and set,if R(b)*Q, p(p)<p for allprime p, and (aja+bj, g)=l for all0^;^

k-l,

(7(6: a, q)=a(a, b; a, q) ±n(i~^ )-'n(i--^

/ p ＼ p

and a(b; a, g)=0 otherwise. Further, we put

Z(x)=Z(x; a)={b; ＼N(x; 6)1*0},

where IN(x; b)I denote the length of the interval N(x; b)
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By a heuristic arguement due to Bate man and Horn [2], itis expected that

a(b; a, q)=tO then

W(x; h, a, q)~a(b; a, q)＼N(x; b)＼.

Now we consider the inequality

(1.1) S max 2 I^U ; b, a, q)-o{b; a, q)＼N(x ; 6)| | <x*(log x)~A

qaQ isasq h<=Z(.x}

for fixed a, and for any fixed positive constant A. Recently, Maier and

Pomerance [3] treated the inequality (1.1), for the case k~2, in order to apply

their arguement concerning with the difference between consecutive prime

numbers, and showed the validity for Q^x3 with some (small) positive constant

8. Later, Balog [1] proved that the inequality (1.1) holds for the general case

k^2, and for a wider range of Q, namely <5^x1/3(log x)~Bwith some positive

constant B depending on A.

Very recently, Mikawa [4] extend the range of validity of (1.1), for the

case k=2, to Q^x1/2(log x)~B with some positive constant B depending on A,

by means of the dispersion method. Mikawa's result seems best possible, for

the present, by contrast with the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem.

In this paper, we give a proof, owing to the traditionalcircle method, for

the validity of (1.1), in the general case k^2, for Q<,x1/2 (log x)~Bwith a

positive constant B depending on k and A.

Theorem 1. Let k^2, a and A>0 be fixed. Then the inequality (1.1) is

valid for

Q^x'iHlogx)-8,

where B is some positive constant depending on k and A.

Moreover, we shall prove a short interval version of Theorem 1. For 0<

yt^x> we reset

N(x, y; b)=N(x; a, b)= {n ; x-y<ajn+bj^x for all O^j£k-1},

＼(x, y : b; a, q)=W(x, y; a, b; a, q)
MEN
n = a

S "ft Aiajn+bj)

(x,y,b) .7=0(mod q)

Z = Z{x, y; a)={b; ＼N(x, y; 6)|=£0},

and write N = ＼N(x, y ; b)＼ the length of the interval N(x, y ; 6), for simplicity.

Trivially, we see that

N y and #Z<yk-＼

where #Z means the number of elements of Z.
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Theorem 2. Let k^2, a and A>0 be fixed, and assume that

x*/3Q.ogx)c°<y£x,

with some positiveconstant Co depending on k and A. Then we have

(1.2) 2 max 2 I^<X y, b, a, q)― a(b; a, q)N＼ yk(log x)~A
QSQ l&asq bGZ

providing that

Q^yx-^Wogx)-8,

where B is a positiveconstant depending on k and A.
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Of course,Theorem 1 is a specialcase of Theorem 2, so we prove only

Theorem 2 in the sequel.

I would like to thank ProfessorS. Uchiyama for encouragement and for

carefulreading of the manuscript of this paper. I would also like to thank

Dr. H. Mikawa for stimulatingdiscussionsand advice.

§2. Preliminaries.

We use a standard notation in number theory, especially, we denote the

greatest common divisor and the least common multiple by (, ) and [ , ], res-

pectively. (We use the square bracket [ , ] also to denote intervals, but one

may not be confused.) And throughout the paper, we let a/0^/^& ―1) be fixed

non-zero integers, and let b0 be a fixed integer which is prime to a0 (if (a0, b0)

>1 then our theorem is trivial), and assume that

(2.1) x2/＼logxyc+65l<y^x,

with some positiveconstant C. Later, C willbe chosen in terms of k and A

Our proofis based on the circlemethod. We use the functions,

e(a)=e27tia, P(a)=P(a; x, y)= S A(n)e{na),
x-y<nsx

Paq(a)=Paq(a; x, y)= S A(aon+bo)e(na)

x-y<aon+bQ&x
n = a (mod q)

and define the major and minor arcs,

M{c, q)= [- -A
c

Q

M= U U M(c, q),
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Qt={＼og xf, A=y-＼log x)2^1+2C^-1>+2.

Now we note that M{c, q)'s are disjoint for q^Qi, l^c^q, (c, q)=l. We also

note that if a em then there exist co-prime natural numbers a and c such that

or

Q
q^Qi and A< a

Q^q^x1'6 and a-

£q-lx-1/6

c

q

Our proof is also based on following results.

^q-'x-1"

Lemma 1. Assume thata<=M(c, q),q^Qu l^c^q, (c,g)=l, and write a=

(c/q)~＼-B.Then we have

P(a)= T(p)+O(yexp(-d0(＼ogxy≫))

where d0 is a positive constant and T((i)= S s(≪j8), and as usual, <j>and fi

denote the Euler totient function and the Mobius function, respectively.

Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. Let

max＼ P(a)＼ <y(＼og x)~c
+ 1

E(x, V ; Q)― max max S A(n)―tt-t-

liasq Icix-y.xl nel 0{Q)(a,g)=l nsa(rnodg) r^i'

where I runs over all intervals in [_x―y, x~], and ＼I＼

interval I. Then, for any positive constant Au we have

(2.2)

where Q

denote the length of the

HE(x, y; q)<y{＼ogx)-A＼

―yx~llt{＼ogx)~Blwith a positive constant Bx depending on Ax.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are minor modifications of Pan and Pan [5, Theorem

3 and p. 146]. Their proofs are based on the results about the zeros of Diriclet's

L functions, and Lemma 1 is stilltrue for y>xyl2+s with any positive constant

s, but Lemma 2 holds only for y satisfying (2.1).

Lemma 3 is a Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem for short intervals, and Perelli,

Pintz and Salerno [6] proved Lemma 3 for j;>x3/B+s with any s>0.
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§3. Proof of the Theorem 2.

At first,we note that we have an admissible bound in the case <?(&;a,q)=0.

Indeed, if (aja+bj, g)>l for some O^j^k―1, or if p(p)―p for some

prime p, then we have W(x, y; b; a, <?)<C(logx)k+l. So these cases contribute

to the left-hand side of (1.2) at most O(yk~1Q(hg x)k+1),since the number of

elements of Z is O(yk~l).

As for the case R(b)―0, we see that the number of 6's is O(yk~2). Thus,

using a trivialbound W(x, y ;b; a, q) (y/q)(log x)k, this case contributes to the

left side of (1.2) at most O{yk-＼＼ogx)k+l).

So, in what follows, we consider only the case o(b, a, q)^0, that is,

(3.1) (ajci+bj, q)=l for all O^j^k-1,

(3.2) p(p)<p for all prime number p,

(3.3) /?(6)#0.

We set a=(au ■･･, ak-i), and

then we can write

(3.4)

W{x, y; b; a, g)=[
1

0

i

1 / k-l ＼F(a)e{- gbjctAdai ― dak-!

h

where IM is the integral on the major arcs, and Im,ft's are the integrals on

the minor arcs, that is,

IM=＼ ･･■[ F(a)e(- S bja^dat--- dak-i,

and, for l<Lh<Lk―1,

*m, h

In section4, we shallprove

(3.5) SWifc=2]9maxS ＼Im,h＼2<yk+iQogx)~c+2k+1,
QSQ a beZ

using Lemma 2. Then we have, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
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maxS |/m.ft|<(S-V/8(3'*-1S1..h)1/2

(3.6) <yk(logx)-c'2+k+1.

Next we turn to IM. For a^M{ch q,),we write a,=(c,/^)+i3,-,then by

Lemma 1,

We put q―

P(a<)=
Mft)

T{B,)+O(y exp(-30(log x)1'5))

(qu ･･-, qk-x), c=(cu ･■･,c*_i), fi=(Pi, ■■■,Bk-i) and

GQB; e, tf)= JI T(j8,).Pffl,(- sV^ + j8,)),

j―1 ＼ j―1 ＼Qj / /

where ＼fi＼^Ameans |/3_,|^A for alll^Lj<Lk ―1. Now we can express

k- 1 n(n .＼ q / ft- 1
(3.7) IM= S nf^S*≪- S

where 5, is a positive constant and

Cj-b)'J{c, g)+o(-^exp(-d1(log xy*))

Hi ' v Q '

q^Qi means qj^Qi for all l^jf^k ―1,

q
]>]* means the summation over all c such that every coordinate
c

Cj is prime to q}, and l^LCjf^qj.

k-i
Morover, we write J{c, q)=J0(c, q)― S ]iSfi, q), where

ft.=i

uc, ,)=;...

and, forl^h^k-1,

A(c, g)
＼

[GQ8;
c, tf)e(-*2 &,&)<*& - d^k-lt

f Gifi; c, q)e(-"jib^J)d^ - d$k

In section 5, we will show that, for l$>h<Lk ―l,

(3.8)

and that

(3.9)

2l/≫(c, <?)I2≪ A

/o(c, q)=
ao＼N ≪ / *-1 Cj ＼

4(＼ao＼tq, r]) d

+ 0((£(x, y; ＼ao＼lg,r])+l)(log *)* +1)
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where r denotes the least common multiple of the coordinatesof a, and d=

(du ■■■,dk-i), and 2* denotes the summation over d/s satisfying the conditions
d

l^dj^qj for all l^j^k-1,

a = dj (mod(q, q})) for all l^j^k ―l,

d{ = dj (mod(<7i, q3)) for all l<,i<j<;k ―l

and (dodj+ho, q})―l for all l<Lj<Lk―l.

(3.8) yields

2j max 2j 11 11 r / ＼ 2j e＼
qsQ a b<=Z q&Qi j=l <p{qj) c ＼

k-l r. ＼k-l
- a -^bj) a Jh(c, g)

j=i Qj / h=i

/ 1 ＼l/2/ k-1 k- 1 ＼1/2≪(S-) (y^Q^-^q max SSH^r'SSIM2

(3.10) yk(logx)-A.

By (3.7),(3.9) and (3.10),we have

(3.11) 2 max 2 ＼IM-o(b; a, q)N＼
qsQ a b<=Z

= S max 2 ＼S(b; a, q)＼ao＼N―a(b; a, q)N＼
qsQ a- beZ

+ O((logx)*+1Cy*-1Wr+S ^E(x,y; ＼ao＼lq,r])))

q&Qq&Qi

+ O(v*(logxYA+yk exp(-dx(log

where

S(b; a, ?)=S
qsQ

and cq(n)=
1s

(m, g)=l

1

*)1/6)(lQg x))

k-i n(aA s *-1n-§^2*IIca/MrW
i 0(|aol[tf, rj) 3=1 <j)(qj) * j=

e(―n) is the Ramanujan sum.

In secton 6, we shall prove

(3.12) S(b; a, g)=

1

Iflol

+ o(jTK(q)TK(R(b)) (log x)-c+1)

of course, on (3.1),(3.2) and (3.3). Here K is a natural number depending only

on k, and vK{m) is the number of ways of writing m as a product of K factors,

the order of the factors being taken account. It follows, by known results

about divisor functions, that
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Tk(q)

qsQ Q
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<(log<?)*, and 2 TK(R(b))<yk-K＼ogx)K

with a constant Kx depending only on k.

Then the firstterm of (3.11) contributes

(3.13) <y＼＼ogxyc*K＼

where K2 is a constant depending only on k.

Estimation of the second term of (3.11),of course, relies on Lemma 3. It

follows that

S HE(x,y; |ao|[tf,r])≪?f* 2 * ,£(*, y; m)

(3.14) y(logx)-A-k-1,

providing that |aa＼QQ＼~l^Q, that is,

Q^yx-1/2(logx)-B.

Here Q corresponds to Ai―A+3k-＼-l in (2.2) of Lemma 3, and B is a constant

depending on A and k. We observe that any other terms is admissible only

if Q^y(log x)~fi°with some constant Bo.

Hence, Theorem 1 follows from (3.4),(3.7),(3.11),(3.13) and (3.14) with a

suitable choice of C, under assumption of (3.5),(3.8),(3.9) and (3.12).

§4. Estimation of Sm, h.

In this section, we prove (3.5). We use Bessel's inequality repeatedly to

nhtn'vn

V
I r 12―

2j I -≪m, h I ―
hez

≫i &ft_11j ＼j j /

j 62 64-1 j ＼j /

d-＼ Cn＼P(aj)＼*)

ajeCO,U(h<js.k-l)

(4.1)

where, for &2g3,

&＼ ＼P(ah)＼*Uhdah,
jm

(k-1 ＼I 2



(4.2)

uh=[l
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rik-iu

s

＼PM＼* Paq(-
*S

aja,)＼(Udaj)

S A(aoml+bo)A(aom2-＼-bo)e(―ahah(mi―m2))
7?ij=m2 = a (mod q)

XII( S 2 yKn,)yl(ns))

7
=1 x-y<nltn2£:X

j*h n^―n^―ajivii―m2)

S e{―ahahr) S A(aom+ho)A(ao(m-r)+bo)

＼r＼iy x―y<aQm.+bfj£x
r = 0(mod<2) m = a (mod g)

5;―j/<d0(m―r)+bo&x

xS( 2 A≪)^(≪-a/))

i=l x-y<nsx
j&h x―y<n―afr&x

― S e(―ahahr)Rh{r; a, q), say,

I
r ＼£y

r = 0(mod q)

and, for k=2,

Ui=＼Paq(-a1a1)＼2

(4.3)

Zj Zj
x-y<o0m1 + 60, a^m^+boSx

77i^=?H2= tt(mod q)

= S e{―aiair)

＼r＼iy
r=0(mod g)

A(aom1-＼-b0)Aia0mi+bo)e(―a1ai(mi―m2))

S A(aom+ho)A(ao(m―r)+b0)

2Om+boix
(mod o)

x-y<aom+

msa(mod

,r-2/<ao(m-r)+&oS£

= S e(―flia^r)/?^?-; a, ?), say.

Irisyr = 0(raoHg)

Trivially, we have

(4.4) Rh(r; q, aXy^q-'dog %fk~＼

for both cases k-2 and 6^3. By (4.1).(4.2),(4.3) and (4.4),

(4.5)

Sm.n^'Eqmax 2 Rh{r＼ q, a)＼ ＼P{ah)＼2e(-ahahr)dah

r=0(modg)

C^^^ogx)"-2^ S
If

|P(a)|2e(-flftar)da
9SQ lyisy IJ≪rao(modq)

<yk-＼＼ogx)≫-* S r(|r|)
f
|P(a)|2e(-aft≪r)rf≪

+yk-lQ(log x)""2r ＼P(a)＼2da
Jo

where r denotes the divisor function. It is easy to see that
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[1＼P(a)＼*da= S A(nf<y(＼ogx)
JO x-y<n£x

and
2 T(＼r＼)*y(＼ogxY.

0<Ir|sy

So the second term of (4.5) is admissible in (3.5),and the sum in the firstterm

of (4.5) contributes

/ r 2＼1/2
≪( S T(|r|)2)1/2( S |P(a)|2e(-aft≪^)^≪ )

0<|r|S3/ ＼0<|rISW Jm '

r ＼1/2
≪(3;(logx)3 ＼P(a)＼*da)

≪( ;y(log x? max |P(a)12f' 1P(a)I 'da)1'"

＼ a<=m JO /

<y＼＼ogx)-c+',

by virtue of a bound of Lemma 2. Now we obtain (3.5).

§5. Evaluation of Jh(c, q).

At first,we prove (3.8). It is well known that |T(j8)|<||/3j|-＼where i|/3||

denote the distance detween £ and the nearest integer of it, as usual. So we

get

J1

j

"J|T(i8)|tdj8<J1

j

/ti8-*di8<A-1.

Then, for l^h^k ―1, we repeat using Bessel's inequality, similarly to (4.1),

to obtain

2 IA(c, q)＼*
beZ

4-(ri|T(&)l2- Pj- Vaj(-%- + b)) 'dfa-dfa-x

≪(f)!l(J>^'v^)
rJ|T(j8OI'dj8fc

Q

as required in (3.8).

Next we turn to prove (3.9). Calculating the integrals about 5/s. we see

/o(c, g)= S ^(aon+&o)e(-*S-7-fl>n)

nsa(modg)

We devide the above sum about residue classesof n to moduli q/s, and write



(5.1)

where d~

dj^Qj, and

(5.2)

(5.3)

Unless

Wi,
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/o(c, g)= S≪(―^-M,)F(tf, g),

di
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9
dk-i), S means the summation over all d/s satisfying 1<;

V(d, a) s

n^N (x, y: b)
n = a (mod g)

A(aon+bo).

a~dj (mod(<7, <?,)) for ail l^j^k ―1

= dj (mod(gu q,)) for all l^i<j£k-l,

the sum V(d, q) is empty. And unless

(5.4) (aodj+bo, g/)=l for all l^j^k-1,

plainly, we get V(d, q)=O((＼og x)2).

If the conditions (5.2),(5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied,there is an integer M=

M{d, q; a, q) such that the congruence conditions apearing in the summation

of V(d. a) are enuivalent to

n = M (mod ＼_q,r~＼)

and (a0M+b0, [<?, r]) = 1. Here r―lglt---,gk.1'], that is, the

multiple of the all coordinates of q, as mentioned in section 3

write

V{d, g)= 2

neNix, y; b)
n = M (mod [g, r])

s

A(aon+bo)

(m-60)/a0eAr(x, y; 6)
msa0M+&0(modl a0! [q, rj)

1

0(UolD?, r])

A{m)

least common

Thus we can

aQ＼N + O(E(x, y; ＼ao＼Lg,r]))

These evaluations with (5.1) yield (3.9).

§6. Calculation of the singular series 5(5; a, q)

In this section, we prove (3.12). We write

(6.1)

where

s^a-^=M,-m^hf)mr)+,^

Sj+Sa, say,

PW w,r)
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k-l iif/].) 4 k-1

and Wx{r) is the sum with the condition q^Qt added to the above sum. The

symbol [<y]=r means that the least common multiple of the all coordinates of

q is r.

We can see that W(r) is multiplicative by a simple arithmatical deduction.

Indeed, for [g]=r=r1r2, (rlfrz)=l, we put gp=(qj, rt) and qi=(qi^, ･･･,qi%)

for i―1, 2, l^j^k ―i. Then this correspondence between q's satisfying ＼_q~＼= r

and pairs (qu q2) satisfying [qi]=rt(i=l, 2) is one-to-one. Moreover, we can

set dj=ef:>q^-＼-ef^qf:',where eji:>runs through residue classes of modulo qf＼

for i=l, 2, 1^/^jfe-l. We have, for l^i, j^k-1,

dj~a(mod(qh q))<=$ e^qp = a(mod(q?＼ q)) and ej^^^aCmodC^, q)),

and epqp = e?>qp(mod(ql*＼ q?>)),

(aadj+bo, o,)-l^=4(Goei1)d2)+60, qp)=l and M≫qP+b9, flj2))=l.

Now we write dj°=ePqp, d?'

[≪i]=ri [≪23=r

=ePq?＼ di=(rfi(i),･- , d{k%) for *=1, 2, and get

x2*2*mc,u>(M"Hfy)c,≪>(MJ2)+^))

=W(r1)W(r2).

Next, we attend to W(p) for a prime number

p for all l^j^k ―1, and at leastone qj is p.

subscriptof <7,'ssuch that Oi―p. Then.

W(p)=
MS U,―, k-1) ＼

ps

d = l
d = a(mod(p,g))
(a0d+6n. p)=l

-1

p-l

＼#M Vs

d = a (mod (p,q))
(aod+bo, p)=l

P- If {.q~]~Pthen Qj=l or

We denote by M the set of

Ucp(ajd+bj)

( s n (" cf"f H

＼jfs(i.-. ft-i)iejf ＼ /)―I / /

V /k-ls (n

d= a(mod(p,g))

C1-
cp(ajd+bj)＼ ＼
―pi r1)
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where #M denote the number of elements of M. Therefore, noticing that

(3.1),(3.2) and (3.3), we obtain

W{p)=

and

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

0(1 flol

X

/ 1 ＼ - * +!

(p-p(p))(l -)'k"-p
pi

(P-p(p))(i-±yk+1-p+i

rf

[<?, r])
W(r)

1

(if p＼q)

(if ptq and p＼a0),

(if ptq and p ＼a0)

n (i4)"n

pig

(Hr1-1)

xi-i)"-1)

k-Kp-,

1＼-A+1 1

(r, ＼ao＼gR(b))
TL(X)

r2 '

rxCTO))-^(log QO*"1.

flol Q PKaO<Z)

p^a0

Further p X R(b) implies p(p)―k, so

(i-^Xi-t)

and, for p＼R(b), the above term is <l//>, where the implied constants depend

only on k. Plainly, we also get

Kr'-i<4 o-^x

with the implied constants depending only on k. These inequalities and (6.2)

shows

―J^―-w(r) ^―V- n 2 ii ^ n ~

^
r(lflolg)

ao＼q

where L is a (sufficientlylarge) natural number which depends only on k. It

is known about the divisor function tL{r) that

HvdrXtdogt)1-1,

Tit

for t^2, so we have, by partialsummation,

y ^rf w(r)
£

TK{q)

with K depending only on k. And then, by (6.2),
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y^ £to! W(r)

X

flol q

n

pxq.pxaQ

1

1

flol

n

(1

n

Pig

Koichi Kawada

p X1

Kr
a(b ; a, q)

Thus, with (6.4), we have

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

sl

j)

I-!)-1
pi

k

ptq ＼
p

P＼a0

"p)

K-ir

a(b; a, q)+ o(^^TK(R(bWog x)~c+l)

(
j=r)

W2(r).

≫M

＼ *M

1s

d=l
d = a(.mod(p, g))
(.aod+ba, p)=l

W3(p, M)＼,

II Cpidjdj+bj)
j&M

say.

For p ＼a, noticing that

*n(M+^)=O
(mod/)),

1

Finally, we estimate S2. We let

k-i n(o)2 q *-!
wt(r)= s n -^rr- s* n c,/M,+a,) ,

then we can see, at once, that W2(r) is multiplicativeby comparison with W{r),

and thai-

/i(r)2

1 fl=s≪i<rilo}-1rf(|fl,|Cft
r])

For a prime p, we write W2(p), similarly to W(p), as follows.

Wt(p)=
s

MS (I, ･･-,A―1}

= 2J
jifsa,-,*-i)

For p＼q,we have ＼Wz{p, M)|^l by (3.1).

S Cp(a.jd+bj) | ^1 unless

we have ＼Ws(p, M)＼^k(p-l)*M + p,

Especially, we consider the case p X(aoqR(b)). If #M―l then

W3(p, M)=(/>-l)+(-l)(/>-2)=l,

and if #M^2 then

＼Ws(p, M) <(fi-l)-(#M)-＼-l'(p-l-#M)^kp.
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By these evaluations and (6.7),it follows that W2(p) l for any prime p, and

that Wz(p)<l/p for p | (aogR(b)), where the implied constants depend only on k.

Now we obtain an inequality similar to (6.3) for W2if) instead of Wir), so

the right-hand side of (6.6) contributes

(6.8)

[4
"1

< rx(/?(6))(log xyc+i
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as before. Hence, (3.12) follows from (6.1), (6.5) and (6.8), and our proof of

Theorem 2 is completed.
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